The guarantee of a successful holiday

Your campsite has selected Campez
Couvert to offer you the best insurance
in case of cancellation, early
interruption of your trip and late arrival.

100%

VACATION,

0% STRESS !
Quick and easy!
Everyone is covered,
without needing to be related
Refund in 48 hours

Campez Couvert
insurance covers all
cancellations which are
not caused by you.
In plain language,
everything is covered,
except changing your
mind!
It also includes the
reimbursement of vehicle
rental charges due to
break down, accident or
theft during your stay.
> Find all the insurance terms and
conditions at :
www.campez-couvert.com

Medical reasons
Serious illness, accident or death, contraindications or
consequences of vaccinations, complications of the pregnancy.
Personal reasons
Summons in preparation of adopting a child, as either a witness
or jury member or for an organ transplant, to a retake exam,
separation.
Serious vehicle damage
Maximum 48 hours before departure
Business reason
Cancellation or change to paid leave, Redundancy / contractual
termination, Professional transfer, Getting a job.
Other : Serious damage caused by ﬁre, explosion or water damage,
Theft from business or private premises, Natural disasters, Site access
prohibited, being unable to reach the holiday location, theft of your identity
card, driving licence or passport, Tourist visa refusal
NEW !

Forgotten an object
Reimbursement of the expenses of sending a personal object
forgotten in the rental

What should you do if
you have to cancel or interrupt your trip?

Notify the site of your
reservation
of your cancellation, late
arrival or interruption

Report your trip
cancellation or interruption:
- online : www.campez-couvert.com/
declarer-un-sinistre/

YOU WILL BE REFUNDED
48 HOURS*
after receipt of your claim!

*subject to deduction of your excess

- by email : sinistres@campez-couvert.com

EASY, QUICKLY AND CONNECTIVE !
MAKE YOUR DECLARATION BY YOUR SMARTPHONE
Discover our application Safebooking©,
Apply, follow and fill your declaration in real time…
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